captsithpark
Reged: 07/16/07
Loc: Korriban (near Toronto)

OT - THEE BACK SLACPKPING WITH MEDIA
#3721507 - 04/26/09 02:27 AM

Off-Topic (I know but ...) Please excuse,

Wanted to post this link for everybody (I get pumped-up every time I watch something like this ... Would love to see one for the OT even more, but w/ the state of the media in '76-77 ...Oh well)

Would have posted this elsewhere (and probably will) but I'd like everyone in these threads to also see it ... Don't be hating

If you care to, Post your comments, thoughts Etc.

There's now an online version of this interesting (and at times funny) 'ROTS' press coverage DVD

It's creator Peter, also made a one minute introduction video, but it might be just as confusing (his words not mine)

Cannot believe the amount of time it would have taken to edit this together

A Note: (and a pain in thy .... but it's well worth it IMO)
Where the video is currently hosted - uses Archive.org's video player
So the video will stop at the end of each chapter (different lengths), just click on the video to start next chapter

If I may say 2 final things ... Christian Haydensen & Ham Markill (LOL!)

http://www.noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM-Video-ArchiveOrg/Thee_Backslacpkping_With_Media-Chap_00-PlayCont.html

 Edited by captsithpark (04/29/09 10:17 AM)

DarthHarry
'Re: OT - THE BACK SLACPKPING W/ MEDIA
'ROTS' PR edit [Re: captsithpark]
#3721567 - 04/26/09 05:51 AM

That is nuts!!
none295

Re: OT - THE BACK SLACPKPING W/ MEDIA

'ROTS' PR edit [Re: DarthHarry]

#3725827 - 04/29/09 09:42 AM

Thanks for the thread captsithpark.

The DVD (created by %20) is called "Thee Backslacpkping With Media" and is available to view or download from the FAQ:
http://noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html

From the FAQ you can view specific chapters or the whole thing. You can also learn how long it took to create this thing and other bits of information. If there's something you want an answer to but don't see in the FAQ, get it to our attention, the FAQ will be updated periodically with information people would like to know.

And even thou captsithpark doesn't like the hate, i don't mind people's perception of the project, so if you watch some and want to post some thoughts go right ahead.

It's more then just press coverage. The DVD attempted to cover any media produced by anyone. So in addition to news reports, and tv programs produced by corporations, the cross referenced media also examines the creations of individuals, bootleggers and other non-traditional media productions which have become more easier to recongnize as technology has progressed.

As i've suggested elsewhere, it's not recommended to watch all at once, find a chapter you might enjoy; watch it and go from there.

none295 / %20

Re: OT - THE BACK SLACPKPING W/ MEDIA

'ROTS' PR edit [Re: none295]

#3727269 - 04/30/09 09:59 AM

Sorry for the title miss-quote, my apologees

THX for the effort

PM coming soon

----------------------

.... "And you call yourselves Human"